Walking machines have been investigated during the last 40 years and some basic techniques of this field are already well known. However, some aspects still need to be optimized. For instance, speed seems to be one of the major shortcomings of legged robots; thus, improving leg speed has been chosen as the main aim of this work. Although some algorithms for optimizing trajectory control of robot manipulators already exist, we propose a more computationally efficient method that employs fuzzy set theory to involve real dynamic effects over leg motion instead of an inaccurate mathematical model. In this article, we improve leg speed by automatically tuning the acceleration of legs. For this purpose, we define fuzzy rules based on experiments and we find the optimal acceleration for every given trajectory. A simple fuzzy inference system is used to compute the required acceleration. It is based on five rules using three linguistic variables. Final results show that foot acceleration tuning for straight trajectory generation is a suitable method for achieving accurate, smooth and fast foot movements. Also it is shown that under some conditions average leg speed can be increased up to 100% using the control methods herein proposed.
INTRODUCTION
Legged robots have been extensively investigated during the last four decades, and activity in this field is still increasing. Work in these years was mainly concentrated on the design of leg mechanisms and machine structures, and some areas of knowledge are quite well known now, such as the generation of continuous, 1 discontinuous 2 and free 3 statically stable gaits. There is also great activity in the understanding of living walking locomotion. Zoologists and biologists are becoming interested in this technology and they are trying to apply biological understanding to the design and control of walking machines.
Currently there are about 100 walking machines all over the world. Most of them are simple laboratory prototypes; however, there are real needs for walking machines. Although industry is timidly incorporating walking machines in industrial processes, 6 7 there are still many potential non-industrial applications for walking machines, such as terrestrial and planetary exploration 8 and humanitarian de-mining. Nevertheless, in order to accomplish successful real applications, some problems must be solved, and the current performance of walking machines must be improved.
Detractors of legged robots usually point out machine speed as one of the major shortcomings of these vehicles. Machine speed, mainly depends on foot speed and assuming that a leg is indeed a 3 DOF manipulator, there is no apparent reason for building legs with features far differing from manipulator features. Modern industrial manipulators exhibit great features such as speed, repeatability and accuracy for accomplishing industrial applications, but a walking machine leg differs from a manipulator in too many important characteristics. First, legs cannot sweep big volumes during the leg-transfer phase or while propelling the body, so they must be slender devices. Furthermore, legs must carry bigger payloads than manipulators. For instance, a given commercial manipulator designed to carry a 3-kg payload weighs about 50 kg and exhibits a strong structure. However, a leg for the SILO4 walking robot, used for experiments in this article, weights 4 kg and must support, for some foot positions, up to 15 kg (half the machine's weight). A similar comparison can be done with well-known machines such as the ASV 1 or AMBLER. 8 As a consequence, legs may be said to be weaker than manipulators.
Manipulators are extremely accurate devices that need to be rigid, and as a result they are bulky. A leg does not need great accuracy in placing its foot at a given position. Normally, positioning errors of a few centimeters are allowed in walking with static stability. Nevertheless, when the body is propelled in any direction, we get up to n cooperating legs that must move their contact point with the body along perfect straight and parallel lines (n is the number of legs of the machine). Otherwise, some internal forces will appear and cause foot slippage or joint flexure and link bending. In any of these cases the body will exhibit undesired motion.
Summarizing, a walking machine's leg must be designed to work under worse-load condition than a manipulator, with a weaker mechanical structure and achieving good accuracy. Normally, the big payloads of legs are carried using strong gearing; thus legs become slower than manipulators. Therefore, leg velocity is a feature that must be carefully optimized.
This article is focused on the optimization of leg velocity for real-time trajectory tracking. Optimization of speed in robot manipulators has been extensively studied in the last two decades. Bobrow et al. 9 and Shin and McKay 10 independently developed similar methods to find the minimumtime control of serial manipulators along specified paths with actuator torque limitations. To compute the mentioned optimal control problem, dynamic equations of the manipulator were reduced to a set of second-order differential equations in a path parameter, and the bounds on actuator torques were transformed to the bounds on the acceleration along the path. Finding the numerical solution of such time-optimal control problems is computationally very intensive. Their proposed method was revised and more efficient algorithms were presented in later publications. [11] [12] [13] Slotine and Yang 12 found computational improvements over the existing methods, making quasi-real-time trajectory generation feasible for a hypothetical planar two-link manipulator. There is no evidence that the proposed algorithms could be applicable for real-time trajectory generation of a higher number of degrees of freedom manipulator.
Every existing algorithm finding time-optimal solutions to trajectory tracking in robot manipulators points out the relevant effect of robot dynamics over the motion along the path. Moreover, the minimum-time control theory assumes that a perfectly accurate manipulator model is available and that there are no external disturbances. In practice, however, it is not possible to obtain such an ideal model. Furthermore, assuming a non-ideal mathematical model of the manipulator is found, several assumptions have to be made in order to simplify the model if real-time programming is required (i.e., absence of friction and other disturbances, diagonal mass matrix, etc.). As a result, an inaccurate model of the system will be employed and errors will be found during real application. Yang and Slotine 14 developed near-minimum-time control algorithms that coped with the applicability limitations of classical methods. Their proposed method found a compromise between computation time and speed optimization. It also required a model of the robot, but managed better with mathematical inaccuracies due to its closed loop structure. The method generated near-minimum-time solutions within 0.5 s on a DEC 5000/25 workstation for a two-link manipulator; however, the order of computational burden increases as the number of degrees of freedom increases.
In this article the authors propose a method to find optimal speed of trajectory tracking for the leg of a walking machine. The SILO4 walking robot, described in section 2, is used as a testbed for testing the developed algorithms. The method proposed is computationally efficient and its real-time implementation for on-line path generation is proved. The proposed algorithm does not include a mathematical model of the robot leg to avoid errors due to mathematical simplification. It includes the real dynamic effects existing during the leg motion instead. The dynamics affecting the leg motion were carefully analyzed in previous work 15 and results are introduced in this algorithm as fuzzy rules reflecting the existing dynamics. Since rules are imposed on the foot motion, the computational complexity of the algorithm is independent on the number of degrees of freedom of the robot leg.
The application of fuzzy set theory is especially recommended when a mathematical model of the system is not available. In the authors' opinion, it provides an efficient representation of the real dynamic effects over the system motion. Fuzzy rules also provide a good representation of parameter uncertainties existing on real machines. Fuzzy logic techniques have been recently applied to manipulators 16 and individual axis control, 17 and they have proved to be an adequate tool for designing control methods.
This article addresses the optimization of leg velocity in walking machines using fuzzy techniques. The phenomenon that motivated this work is explained in the results obtained experimentally with a small walking robot, which is used as a testbed for method evaluation as well. Nevertheless, the algorithms presented in this article are general methods applicable to any machine.
For a better understanding of this work, section 2 briefly introduces the SILO4 walking robot. Then, section 3 states the problem using some real examples. This problem is solved by fuzzy rules in section 4. Finally, experimental results are reported in section 5.
EXPERIMENTAL TESTBED
The walking machine used in the modeling and experiments in this article was designed as a small robot for education and basic research purposes. Although there are some legged robots in the market for research and education, they are basically toys with very low ground-adaptation capability and very weak mechanical construction. The main idea behind this new development is to configure a small, easy-to-handle, reliable walking robot with great terrain-adaptability features, to be used as a comparative testbed of new methods and algorithms. Taking into account these considerations, the IAI-CSIC, based on its experience in the construction of several walking machines (RIMHO, 2 ROWER, 6 REST 7 ), decided to build the new robot SILO4 (Spanish acronym for Locomotion System). This robot is expected to become a common testbed for experiments and discussion on subjects such as artificial intelligence, perception integration, motion generation, etc. Currently there are two SILO4 robots being used as a comparative testbed in two different working groups (IAI-CSIC and University of Bourges (ENSI), France).
The leg of the SILO4, shown in Figure 1 , is based on an insect-like leg formed by slender links that contain the actuators. Each link is about 0.238 m long, and the leg features an average speed of about 0.4 m/s (0.2 m/s when the foot follows a straight line). The leg is based on three rotary joints actuated by three DC motors with planetary and skew-axis gears. This leg has a special articulated three-passive-joint foot consisting of a universal joint (two passive joints) with a force sensor and a couple of potentiometers to measure joint orientation when the sole (another passive joint) is in its support phase (see Fig. 2b ). The position sensors help in finding the components of the force acting on the foot. 18 The SILO4 walking robot was designed to have the following features:
• four legs;
• small size and low weight, for ease in handling; • mechanically robust;
• slender: avoiding motor positions that result in big leg volumes; • compact: all motors and electrical cables conveniently housed; • agile in changing trajectories; good omnidirectionality; • controlled by a true real-time multitasking operating system supporting network communications.
The body is an irregular octagonal prism that contains the main computer, joint controllers and joint drivers. The four legs are attached to the four small walls in a circular configuration (see Fig. 2a ). Table I summarizes some of the robot's features.
As a basic research prototype, the SILO4 robot is a mechanical system open to any controller. The controller used in the experimental work presented in this article consists of a PC-based host computer with four 3-axis control boards that perform position control for all 12 of the robot's joints. The 12-DC motor drivers are based on the PWM technique. The host computer runs the QNX multitasking and realtime operating system.
PROBLEM APPROACH
One important feature dealing with kinematic chains of articulated joints appears when attempting to describe a straight-line trajectory of the end-effector. Every measured magnitude of a particular trajectory (i.e., traveled distance, average speed, end-effector acceleration) belongs to the Cartesian coordinate frame, while it must be mapped into the articulated joint space to accomplish the movement. This means that angular joint speeds must be synchronized to obtain a given linear end-effector speed. However, the joint speed value required for a desired endeffector task might be unreachable due to limitations of the joint drive. 19 This problem arises especially in legged locomotion. Legs must be light and agile and must produce accurate movements. However, some leg configurations need to confine joint actuators. Thus, joint drives in such walking machines cannot be heavy, and this stricture directly affects their power. The problem of improving end-effector trajectories, and the results presented in this article for trajectory speed optimization, can be applied to any articulated manipulator; this article, however, will focus on legged locomotion, where speed optimization is a clear need.
In order to focus better on the problem of improving foot trajectories, let us define a plane formed by the straight trajectory of the foot and the origin of the leg reference frame. Let us label it plane IOF (see Fig. 3 ). The straight movement of the foot inside the plane IOF is characterized by the following parameters: The initial position, (I); the final position, (F); the trajectory distance, s t ; the foot speed, foot t ; the angular displacement, t , and its first derivate,˙ t , which is the foot angular speed; and a variable radius, R t , which depends on the leg's kinematic configuration (see Fig. 3 ). Evident relationships exist among these parameters, but the relationship of interest here is the one that restricts the linear foot speed, foot . Obviously, the foot angular speed,˙ t , and the radius, R t , will limit the maximum foot speed value for a given straight-line trajectory, that is, foot ≤˙ max · min
Let us assume that the foot angular speed,˙ t , in the plane IOF is limited by the maximum driving speed of one of the three joints of the leg. Then, according to Eq. (1), the linear foot speed will be limited by the angular speed of this joint for trajectories where R t is small at any instant of time, t. Thus, the linear foot speed is drive-limited at a given instant of time during trajectory execution, and consequently average foot speed, m , will also be restricted. However, average foot speed would not be drive-limited for trajectories with higher values of R t . Increasing average trajectory speed is the main goal of the work presented in this article.
After this observation, let us consider two types of trajectories inside the leg workspace. The first type will be trajectories of small R t , whose maximum average foot speed will depend largely on motor speed. There is no other possibility for increasing average foot speed for such trajectories than incorporating more powerful drives, despite the increase in leg weight if the leg encloses the joint drives. The second type of trajectory will be trajectories of high R t , which could reach very high foot speeds. If the straight line is generated using a trapezoidal velocity profile with a given foot acceleration 20 (see Fig. 4 ), then the only magnitude that can limit foot speed for the second type of trajectory is the acceleration of the velocity profile. Hence, increasing the average foot speed in that type of trajectory can be achieved by increasing foot acceleration. However, increasing the acceleration of the velocity profile is not always an admissible solution. Leg dynamics could prevent the desired trajectory for a step-velocity profile with infinite acceleration from being followed. In this article we will try to find the appropriate velocity profile for each particular type of trajectory, taking into account the effects of leg dynamics without using complex techniques of dynamic control. It is worthwhile to use this procedure to improve leg performance in view of some of the current walking machine drawbacks pointed out in section 1.
To illustrate this explanation, Figures 5 and 7 show how angular joint speeds affect the average foot speed in an articulated leg such as the SILO4 leg example. Figure 5 (a) shows angular speed profiles of the first joint of the SILO4 leg for trajectories that are parallel to the leg's x-y plane, for different values of R t . In this particular case the value˙ max of Eq. (1) corresponds to the first joint speed, the plane IOF is parallel to the leg's x-y plane, and the value of R t increases with y component in the leg's Cartesian reference frame. Figure 5(a) shows that joint speed reaches its maximum driving speed for short values of R t , while it decreases for trajectories with higher values of R t . As stated in Eq. (1) (see Fig. 5b ), foot speed evolution for the same trajectories is limited by the first joint speed for small values of R t . On the other hand, foot speed for higher values of R t could be increased until it reaches a triangular footvelocity profile or could even better this value by increasing foot acceleration (see Fig. 6 ). Speed profiles of the second and third joints of the leg do not affect foot-velocity profiles in this example and are not depicted in Figure 5 . Using foot-velocity profiles with higher acceleration might help achieve higher foot speed in another situation. Foot-velocity profile becomes triangular for short trajectories (small s t ), and hence, only small average foot speeds can be achieved. Increasing foot acceleration would allow short trajectories to be performed at high speeds. Figure 6 shows two foot-velocity profiles for the same distance traveled. Profile (1) has lower foot acceleration than profile (2), and as a result it will never reach the average speed value m2 that the second profile does.
However, there are some cases where the effect of leg dynamics critically limits foot acceleration. An earlier work 14 analyzing the SILO4 leg dynamics shows that the relevant dynamics affecting the motion of such a 3 DOF articulated leg are inertial effects over the first joint of the leg due to its own acceleration, and gravitational effects over the second and third joints, respectively. These dynamic effects over the leg motion correspond to the following practical observations: When the foot trajectory has a large z-component increment, the plane IOF is nearly vertical and the angle in Figure 3 is mostly defined by the second and third joints of the leg, especially by the third joint, which reaches its maximum absolute angular speed during acceleration time in the foot-velocity profile (the maximum drive torque of the joint 3 is smaller than the second one, see Fig. 7 ). This means that raising the foot at high speeds amplifies the requested internal acceleration for the third axis, and thus, leg dynamics could prevent such a reference from being followed (due to its own weight, note that joints 2 and 3 are mainly affected by gravity). The same effect could affect the downward movement of the leg if it is bearing the robot's weight. Also notice that the second and third joints of the SILO4 leg have skew-axis gears (see section 2), which present nonlinearities due to frictional forces and backlash. The constant perturbation of gravity added to nonlinear frictional and backlash effects could produce oscillations at the beginning of the upward movement if the requested speed is high. Finding an accurate mathematical model of such dynamic effects over the leg motion is unavoidable. Fuzzy theory 21 is an adequate tool for solving nonlinear system problems where a mathematical model is absent. We employed this soft computing technique to introduce the dynamics affecting the leg motion into a foot acceleration tuning algorithm that provided the best acceleration value of the foot for each trajectory.
Following this reflection we may conclude that fuzzy foot acceleration tuning as a function of the trajectory parameters and leg dynamics could be an adequate technique for improving performance in legged locomotion. Thus, the main goal of this article is to study how acceleration variations on the foot-velocity profile modify leg performance. This study will start by examining certain prior considerations, summarized as follows:
1. It is necessary to increase foot acceleration for short trajectories to obtain higher foot speeds. 2. Foot acceleration could be moderate when trajectories are large enough. A very high foot acceleration value is not needed in order to achieve a high average foot speed in the case of long trajectories. An oscillatory influence in the foot response will be avoided with moderate acceleration values. 3. Foot acceleration should be decreased for vertical movements of the foot to avoid undesired dynamic effects.
These considerations are vague rules that relate trajectory parameters with one another, although with some degree of uncertainty. In the next section, the above conditions are translated into fuzzy rules that manage the relationships between short-and long-distance trajectories, required average speed and whether or not the foot is moving upwards or downwards as input variables to infer an appropriate foot acceleration. Figure 8 shows a block diagram of the foot trajectory control system. The foot positioning system fits into the classical scheme; further details are beyond the scope of this article. Blocks inside the dotted rectangle correspond to the foot acceleration tuning method that will be described in the next section.
FUZZY SETS AND FUZZY RULES
The problem of finding the best value of foot acceleration for a given foot trajectory is overcome by using a very simple Mamdani fuzzy inference system. 22 Three input linguistic variables define foot trajectory, which are: desired average foot speed m , distance from initial to final position s , and relative z-increment z rel , which is the ratio between z increment and distance traveled for a given trajectory, that is,
The output variable of the fuzzy inference system is the foot-acceleration, which is needed for footvelocity profile determination and thus foot trajectory generation. Input and output fuzzy variables are represented by fuzzy sets (for example, distance is BIG, or foot speed is SMALL), and the degree of membership of each variable x for the variable x) to the fuzzy sets is given by membership functions. The shape of these membership functions is chosen for each linguistic variable to adjust the relationship between speed, distance and acceleration in a triangular-or trapezoidal-velocity profile, which makes acceleration inversely proportional to distance and directly proportional to the square of the speed, which is expressed thus in analytical form
where K is a constant value for each profile: K = 4 for a triangular-velocity profile, K > 4 for a trapezoidalvelocity profile. In this work, guidelines on fuzzy controller design have been followed. 23 They state that the inference map shape matches the shape of membership functions of the input variables, provided that membership functions are normal, symmetrical and overlapped by pairs, and the membership functions defined over the output variables have the same area. Taking this into consideration, the following assumptions have been made in order to design the fuzzy system.
1.
Let us assume that the relative z increment in a trajectory, z rel , is represented by two fuzzy sets SMALL BIG . Membership functions of this input variable are trapezoidal and are shown in Figure 9 (a) where the abscissa is the value of the relative z increment and the ordinate z rel is the degree of membership. The relationship between z rel and a foot in Eq. (3) requires a negative inclination of the resulting inference map along this variable edge, which will be expressed by means of fuzzy rules.
Trajectory distance s is also represented
by the same fuzzy sets SMALL BIG . Two trapezoidal distance membership functions are shown in Figure 9 (b), where the abscissa is the value of the trajectory distance and the ordinate s is the degree of membership. Their limit values were obtained experimentally for the SILO4 leg workspace, where the maximum linear distance for a trajectory is 700 mm. 3. Average foot speed m is represented by the same fuzzy sets as the first two variables. However, membership functions are parabolic rather than trapezoidal (see Fig. 9c ) just to adjust to the relationship in Eq. (3).
Their limit values were found experimentally for the SILO4 leg example. The average foot speed is limited to 400 mm/s due to maximum motor speed. A foot speed of 200 mm/s seems to be an intermediate value appropriate for straight-line motion (see Fig. 9c ). Hence, the inference mechanism is based on the following five rules, which represent the fuzzy dependence of foot acceleration on foot speed, trajectory distance and relative z increment: MATLAB and its Fuzzy Toolbox were used to solve the fuzzy problem, were min represents the and method and implication, max represents aggregation, and centroid is used for defuzzification. The inference map for the foot-acceleration problem, is a hypersurface which we have represented by threebidimensional inference maps for the sake of clarity. Figure 10 shows foot acceleration as a function of the distance traveled and the average foot speed for any trajectory with almost no z increment in the foot trajectory, that is, when the relative z increment is very close to zero. Figure 11 shows the limiting effect of any z increment in foot acceleration. Figure 11(a) shows the foot-acceleration output as a function of the relative z increment and distance traveled, when fixing the average foot velocity at a value of 200 mm/s, and Figure 11 (b) shows acceleration versus relative z increment and average foot speed, for a distance traveled of 350 mm.
Once the foot-acceleration function has been obtained, optimization methods for real-time implementation of the fuzzy reasoning process can be used.
24 Figure 10 . Foot-acceleration function of trajectory distance and average foot speed for z rel = 0 Figure 11 . Relative z-increment effect versus (a) distance traveled and (b) foot speed, in the foot-acceleration tuning.
As it was mentioned throughout this article, the acceleration tuning method has been tailored to the SILO4 leg. In order to provide a general algorithm valid for any articulated manipulator, the following steps summarize the general procedure:
1. Workspace partioning taking limitation of drives into account. Only non-drive-limited trajectories will be subject to end-effector acceleration tuning (see section 3). 2. Experimental determination of the range of values for the trajectory parameters. That is, trajectory distance, average speed, and acceleration ranges must be identified (see section 3). 3. Trajectory parameter transfer to fuzzy linguistic variables, and finding of fuzzy sets by partitioning the universe of discourse of each variable (see section 4). 4. Direct application of the fuzzy inference system described in section 4 to the linguistic variables.
The solution will be a relationship between the acceleration of the end-effector and the trajectory parameters.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Different experiments have been conducted to show the improvement on straight-line trajectory execution by foot-acceleration tuning. For this purpose the SILO4 leg has been used. The specifications of this leg are listed in section 2. The first experiment shows the effect of foot-acceleration tuning when executing straight-line trajectories of several lengths. Figure 12 illustrates this experiment, depicting the maximum achievable average foot speed for different trajectory distance. Every trajectory was parallel to the leg's x-axis and for y = 215 mm and z = −250 mm. Each thin curve in this graph represents maximum average foot speeds that could be reached with a foot-velocity profile of constant acceleration provided that no dynamics perturb the motion, and the thick curve represents the maximum achievable foot speed during the same trajectories using foot-acceleration tuning. If the maximum constant acceleration curves were used, the dynamics affecting the leg motion would prevent the leg from following the specified path and oscillations and non-desired effects will appear as shown in Figure  13 . To ensure that leg dynamics will not perturb the motion, a conservative acceleration value should be chosen (i.e. 600 mm/s 2 ), and low speed trajectories would be performed for distances where leg dynamics does not prevent achieving higher speeds. Figure 13 clearly shows the improvement of footacceleration tuning on this problem. One important feature of every curve a foot = constant is observable in this figure. The increasing rate of the curves is different before and after a foot speed of 220 mm/s. Every curve increases more slowly when crossing this line. This is clearly due to limitation of drives. Up to this point every foot velocity profile is triangular, and the maximum speed in the profile is double the average speed value of the trajectory. For that instant of time when the foot speed is double the average value, the joint speed will reach the maximum motor speed if
where m is the average speed value in that trajectory, t a is the end of the acceleration time instant, N is the gear ratio and RP M max is the maximum motor speed in rpm. In the case of the first joint of the SILO4 leg, RP M max = 4800 rpm, and for R = 215 mm and N = 246, Eq. (4) gives a speed limit of 220 mm/s for a triangular speed profile. To increase the foot speed above this value a trapezoidal foot speed must be selected, and that makes the change in the curve tendency.
Another important feature can be observed from Figure 12 . The maximum average speed curve that is achieved using acceleration tuning (thick line in the figure) is nearly constant for BIG distance trajectories (s > 350 mm). If this walking robot control system manages to walk always over these BIG step trajectories, the maximum robot speed will be always achieved, independently of the trajectory distance, s. This is not possible using a velocity profile with constant acceleration, where maximum average speed changes with trajectory distance as Figure 12 shows.
However, the maximum average speed curve using acceleration tuning is not constant at all for SMALL trajectories (s < 350 mm). A very high acceleration would have to be used to obtain a constant curve for these short trajectories, and more powerful drives would be required for this purpose, increasing the weight of the leg, and therefore the need for more power to support the increase of weight, in a never-ending cycle.
The conclusion of this first experiment is that foot-acceleration tuning finds the acceleration values that provide higher foot speeds, avoiding the use of very high acceleration values that could impose oscillatory behavior. It also helps maintain the maximum average foot speed as a constant specification for the control system.
A second experiment was run lifting the foot at high speeds. Foot-acceleration tuning limits the acceleration value to 600 mm/s 2 when lifting the foot, as a result of applying the fifth fuzzy rule to z rel ≈ 1 (see Figure 11) . Thus, oscillations due to leg's dynamic effects were avoided by using a moderate acceleration value. Without acceleration tuning, a foot-acceleration value higher than 600 mm/s 2 produces oscillations during foot lifting, due to leg weight and nonlinearities of the second and third joints of the leg. Figure 13(a) shows velocity profiles of the three joints, and Figure 13(b) shows the footvelocity profile, while the foot tried to lift its own weight at a speed of 90 mm/s with a foot acceleration of 1000 mm/s 2 . The angular speed of the third joint of the leg reaches its maximum achievable value (limitation of the drive) during acceleration time, which makes the leg oscillate. However, as this figure shows, there is a settling time for the leg response, when the joint speed required for the third axis decreases smoothly. The last experiment showing the acceptability of this method studied the behavior of acceleration tuning through a variety of trajectories covering the leg workspace. Figure 14 illustrates this experiment, where trajectories of different length, s t , and different radius, R t , were executed by the leg with and without acceleration tuning at its maximum achievable foot speed (thick and thin lines, respectively). Every trajectory is confined to the plane z = −300 mm. Behavior was the same within different z-component planes, and was only worse for those foot heights where the two last links of the leg are aligned (singularity) due to the excessive increase in internal speed during acceleration time of the second and third joints. However, this situation always appears, whether automatically tuning the acceleration or not, and it implies a reduction of foot acceleration to 600 mm/s 2 , and thus every maximum foot speed value inside this plane of the leg workspace becomes very limited. Average foot speed values as well as distance traveled and minimum radius R t values are listed in Table II for each trajectory of the experiment in Figure 14 . The improvement offered by the acceleration tuning algorithm is relevant for short trajectories (s < 350 mm) and acceptable for long ones, as shown in Table II . Improvement reaches higher values for trajectories of the same length s t with higher R t , as stated in Eq. (1). As shown in Figure 14 , leg behavior with acceleration tuning is less oscillatory for every trajectory because high average speed values can be achieved without reaching the drive limits. Also, higher average foot speeds can be achieved. Table II reveals that the acceleration tuning method increases the average foot speed by 27-100% over the maximum achievable speed when acceleration tuning is not used.
It may be concluded that the foot acceleration tuning approach for straight-line trajectory generation is a very suitable method for achieving precise, smooth, and fast foot movements, which is highly important for legged locomotion. All the experiments in this article show on-line-generated straight-line trajectories of the foot. The on-line path planning computation was realized at a sampling period of 4 ms on a 486 processor at 50 MHz, 230  180  27 7  150  500  290  220  31 8  200  580  310  250  24 0  300  510  340  270  25 9  350  400  340  240  41 6  400  200  320  160  100 0 while the fuzzy foot acceleration tuning calculation required 0.5 ms before trajectory tracking. Guidelines 24 on optimal implementation of fuzzy controllers have been followed. This ensures the real-time application of the proposed acceleration tuning algorithm in the locomotion system of a walking robot. The number of fuzzy rules imposed on the foot behavior to solve the speed optimization problem can be modified in terms of dynamic complexity; however, it is independent on the number of degrees of freedom of the robot leg.
CONCLUSIONS
The work presented in this article focuses on optimizing the average leg speed of a walking robot. Several experiments have been conducted using a small walking robot to study how average foot speed can be increased. These experiments have been illustrated in detail, and the phenomenon has been thoroughly explained. Acceleration of the speed profile has been targeted as the proper magnitude to be optimized.
To avoid problems stemming from the robot's parameter uncertainties, fuzzy techniques have been used. For this purpose, fuzzy rules are defined based on experiments, and the optimal acceleration for every given trajectory is found. A simple Mamdani fuzzy inference system is used to compute the required acceleration. It is based on five rules using three linguistic variables.
Some experiments have been carried out to validate the algorithm. These experiments concluded that the foot acceleration tuning method finds the acceleration values that provide fast and smooth foot trajectories, avoiding perturbing effects due to saturation of the actuators and leg dynamics. Finally, some experiments were performed to compare the behavior of a leg executing the same trajectory both with and without the acceleration tuning method. This comparative study reveals that, depending on the distance traveled, the acceleration tuning method increases average foot speed by 27-100% over the maximum achievable speed when acceleration tuning is not used.
The real-time application of the proposed acceleration tuning algorithm in the locomotion system of a walking robot is proved. Since rules are imposed on the foot motion, the computational complexity of the algorithm is independent on the number of degrees of freedom of the robot leg. However, the number of fuzzy rules imposed over the foot behavior can increase in terms of dynamic complexity of the system. These conclusions validate the acceleration tuning method for on-line straight trajectory generation as a good method for achieving precise, smooth, fast foot movements. This is a major improvement in walking machine locomotion now incorporated in the SILO4 walking robot.
